Parts Of Speech

- Noun
- Pronoun
- Verb
- Adverb
- Article
- Adjective
- Conjunction
- Preposition
- Interjection
NOUN

- A person, place, thing or an idea

Examples: Mary, Arizona, bat, happiness, love (ideas)
PRONOUN

- Replaces a noun or pronoun

Examples: he, she, it, we, I, you...
VERB

- Action or state of being

Examples: talk, jump, is, was, were...
ADVERB

○ Describes verbs, adjectives and other adverbs

Examples: quickly, quietly, very, slowly...
ARTICLE

- Noun placeholders

Examples: a, an, the
ADJECTIVE

- Describes nouns, pronouns or other adjectives

Examples: 1, 2, 3, red, white, blue, gross, slimy, disgusting...
CONJUNCTION

- Joins words, phrases, clauses and sentences

Examples: and, or, but, because, so, if...
PREPOSITION

- Shows position or relationship

Examples: before, during, after, on, under, in...
INTERJECTION

- An exclamatory word “interjected” into the sentence; it shows strong emotion

Examples: Help! Stop! No! Fire!